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no reason why he should be; for the ingredients of his
familiar scene were all present and correct that afternoon
at Pernambuco, The shallow waters of a dangerous coast
foamed round us, as we swept inshore in a slow curve ; the
palms were taller now; and all the buildings on the shore
stood square and white in the untempered glare of a Brazilian
afternoon. The green coast was reaching out for us; and
we could make out among the palms of a long promontory,
that was the very tip of South America, the familiar gesture
of church towers. That was Olinda, where the Dutchmen
built their churches, as they smoked away the endless after-
noons and dreamed of Amsterdam and wondered how Van
Tromp was getting on against the English and tramped back
to duty in the little fort across the swamp which guarded
Pernambuco from the Portuguese. But the Portuguese
returned ; and here was Pernambuco with the green flag of
Brazil limply displayed at every mast-head.
It was an afternoon of sullen heat, A storm was brewing
somewhere below the skyline ; and the Equator, which was
not far off, seemed to come suddenly nearer as we stepped
ashore. Down on the quay the air was very still after the
moving breezes of mid-ocean; and the quayside population
seemed almost wholly African. For Africa in every shade
from a deep mauve to olive-green looked on with ivory eyes
beneath innumerable boaters, as we made our first landing
in South America. This was a shade bewildering. The city
fathers, who rather liked to term the place " the Venice of
Brazil/' fostered &plage entitled Boa Vista, and adorned the
street-plan of Pernambuco with a thoroughfare named Rua
do Bom Jesus, had done little to prepare us for this African
encounter. We should have been forewarned, of course, by
the pilot's equatorial uniform. Besides, one is apt to meet
dark faces in ports that ship orchids and molasses. Some-
one was selling snake-skins, as we strolled towards the town,
where the trams clanked down shaded streets with an armed
policeman standing beside every driver. That very after-
noon, it seemed, the transport-workers had gone back to

